There are philosophers and logicians who do think that the Trinity-triangle makes up an evident formal-logic inconsistency demonstrating convincingly that Christian faith is illogical and hence irrational one. The present paper submits a systematic counter-argumentation against such thinking. According to the submitted counter-arguments, there is no formal-logic inconsistency in the Holy-Trinity-triangle: There is only a logic-linguistic illusion of such inconsistency which illusion is naturally produced by the ambiguity of the word "is" in natural language. The author has invented an effective remedy for that illusion, namely, a precise formulation of the generalized and thus modernized Guillotine of Hume by means of an artificial language of two-valued algebraic system of formal ethics of moral rigor. Systematical using the mathematized formulation of the generalized Hume's Guillotine cuts down the mentioned linguistic illusion of logical inconsistency. Thus, the paper essentially interconnects discrete mathematical representations of formal logic of thinking and formal ethics of acting. In relation to contemporary symbolic logic, the author submits not a technical result solving some important particular problem concerning some specific system of symbolic logic but a significantly new result of conceptual work concerning logic in general and its interconnection with mathematical ethics. The old idea of logic as a moral science is transformed into a novel idea of symbolic logic as a brunch of mathematical ethics. In particular, two-valued algebra of classical formal logic is considered as a particular case of two-valued algebra of formal ethics of moral rigor. The submitted conception of logic is instantiated by applying it to the knotty logic-problem of Holy-Trinity-triangle.
The 1st World Congress "Logic and Religion" (April 01-05, 2015, João Pessoa, Brazil) has demonstrated that the old problem of logic consistency of Christian theology remains quite actual even today. Various aspects of this problem were discussed in papers of Bertato (2015) , Bertato and Toniolo (2015) , Béziau and Costa (2015) , Lobovikov (2015) , Rocha (2015) , Trepczyński (2015) , and others. The below paper is a complete representation of my talk at the mentioned congress on logic and religion. At the very beginning of this interdisciplinary paper somewhat surprisingly combining contemporary formal logic, formal ethics and discrete mathematics with religious studies and theology, it is relevant to emphasize that this combining is not arbitrary one: It necessarily represents a fundamental unity of logic, ethics, and theology.
Since XIX century, formal logic uses mathematics (especially algebra) and in this specific sense the contemporary symbolic formal logic may be called mathematical one. Since XX century, formal ethics uses mathematics (especially algebra) too (Lobovikov 1984; 1999) , hence in this specific sense, the contemporary symbolic formal ethics may be called mathematical ethics respectively. A system of results of applying mathematical logic and mathematical ethics to religious studies and theology for dissolving difficult theological problems may be called mathematical theology. Obviously, the meaning of the term "mathematical theology" is somewhat unusual and conventional. Nevertheless it is not only convenient but also quite relevant to use the name "mathematical theology" in respect to the mathematical-logical-theological investigations related to K. Gödel's formal proof of God's existence or in respect to the mathematical studies of relationship between God and infinity (Gödel 1995; Anderson 1990; Bjørdal 2015; Fitting 2002; Fuhrmann 2005; Oppy 1995; Plantinga 1965; Sobel 1987; Weingartner 2015; Steinhart 2009; Voss 2003) . According to investigations presented by Fuhrmann (2015) , the overwhelming majority of laymen estimate Gödel's formal proof of God's existence as something quite exotic and not important but people know that such a proof does exist. In contrast to the quite exotic but well-known applications of mathematical logic to theology, the question of relevance of using the term "mathematical theology" in respect to the above-mentioned applications of mathematical ethics to theological problems is open until colleagues have an exemplification of applying mathematical ethics to theology. Therefore, in this paper I intend to undertake attempts to construct a concrete example of such applying.
Hereafter I continue discussing the Holy-Trinity-triangle investigated in (Schang 2014) . I submit another interpretation of the triangle. In my interpretation, the one contains not a logic inconsistency but an illusion of it as the word "is" is used in two different meanings. In all the three "IS-NOT"s (included in the below Figure 1 ), the word "IS" stands for the well-known logic connective. But in all the rest three cases the word "IS" stands for the "formal-ethical-(axiological)-equivalence-relation" defined precisely in two-valued algebra of formal ethics (Lobovikov 1999; 2009b; 2014a; . The mentioned formal-ethical-equivalence and the formal-logical one are logically different relations of equivalence although in natural language they are represented by one and the same word-homonym "is." Hence, in the below picture, they do not make up a logic contradiction. Below "The Father," "The Son," "The Holy Spirit," "God" are precisely defined as moral-evaluation-functions. In two-valued algebra of formal ethics by means of the definitions, it is easy to figure out the formal-ethical equations demonstrating the Unity of the Trinity. The inconsistency illusion in question is eliminated by virtue of "Hume's Guillotine" generalized and precisely formulated within the algebraic system of formal ethics (Lobovikov 2014a; 2014b) . Another option of eliminating the illusion of inconsistency of Christian theology is submitted in (Trepczyńsk 2015) . Trepczynski perfectly recognizes and convincingly demonstrates that applying the classical first-order predicate logic to the Trinity-triangle and to the case of Christ's-two-natures generates logic contradictions (Trepczyński 2015, 122) . Therefore, to avoid them Trepczyński (2015, 123) suggests an interesting idea of local (non-standard) logic in Christian theology. I think that Trepczynski's idea is worth developing further but in this paper I submit and elaborate another (supplementary) option of excluding the illusion of logic inconsistency of Christian theology.
Nowadays, it is a firmly established and well-recognized fact that formulating the doctrine of Unity of the Trinity at the level of ambiguous natural language does not exclude a possibility of generating logic contradictions. It is easy to see this by virtue of the below triangle which is a graphic model of the above citation from (Augustine 1994, 705-6) . In contemporary special literature devoted to inventing and elaborating various options of resolving the Holy-Trinity-inconsistency-problem, there is a trend to utilize mereology (Rocha 2015) . From some point of view, this trend appears quite naturally; its grounds and reasons are clear and seem relevant to the case. However, I have an opposite attitude to this option. According to classical theology God Is Simple, "He is not compound." A respectable demonstration of the religious tenet of the simplicity of God can be found, for instance, in "The Summa Theologica" (Aquinas 1994a, 14-20) . God cannot consist of proper parts as "He is indivisible One." Consequently no proper parts (of God) make up God (as a whole). Therefore, being a general theory of parts (and part-whole relations), mereology is not relevant to the case. Then what abstract formal apparatus could be relevant to the case under investigation? In this paper, I submit and study a hypothesis that the role of abstract formal apparatus effectively applicable to the problem under consideration could be performed by a discrete mathematical model (algebraic system) of metaphysics understood as formal axiology, in particular, as two-valued algebra of formal ethics of moral rigor.
Algebra of Morality and Formal Ethics
Below the possibility of mathematical representation of moral activity is demonstrated by the elementary mathematical ethics of moral rigor-two-valued algebra of good and evil (Lobovikov 1999; 2009a; 2010a; 2014a; 2014b) . This algebra is based upon the set of moral acts and agents. By definition, moral acts are such and only such operations, which are either good, or bad ones in the moral meaning of the words "good" and "bad." Algebraic operations defined on the set of moral acts and agents are moral-evaluation functions (or moral-value ones). Moral-evaluation-variables of these functions take their values from the set {g, b}. Here the symbols "g" and "b" stand for the moral values "good" and "bad," respectively. The functions take their values from the same set. The symbols: "x" and "у" stand for moral-forms of acts. Elementary moral-act-forms deprived of their contents are independent moral-evaluation-variables. Compound moral-act-forms deprived of their contents are moral-evaluation-functions determined by these variables.
Let symbol Σ stand for the moral evaluator, i.e., that person (individual or collective one-it does not matter), in relation to which all evaluations are generated. In the moral-evaluation-relativity theory, Σ is a variable: Changing values of the variable Σ can result in changing moral evaluations of concrete acts and agents. However, if a value of the variable Σ is fixed, then moral evaluations of concrete acts and agents are definite.
Speaking of moral-value functions in this paper, I mean the following mappings (in the proper mathematical meaning of the word "mapping"): {g, b}→{g, b}, if one speaks of the moral-value functions determined by one moral-value variable; {g, b}×{g, b}→{g, b}, where "×" stands for the Cartesian multiplication of sets; if one speaks of the moral-value functions determined by two moral-value variables; {g, b} N →{g, b}; if one speaks of the moral-value functions determined by N moral-value variables, where N is a finite positive integer.
In a hitherto not recognized clearly and hence not-studied systematically formal-axiological semantics of natural language, words, small word-combinations, and even long expressions stand for some moral-value functions or for some complicated compositions of the functions. Below I submit an example of mathematically elementary moral-value-functions determined by one moral-value variable.
The glossary for the below-submitted moral-value-table 1: Let the symbol Bx stand for the moral-value function "being (existence), life of (what, whom) x." Nx stands for the moral-value function "non-being (nonexistence), death of (what, whom) x." Ux stands for "source, cause, producer, parent of (what, whom) x." Fx stands for the moral-value function "father of (what, whom) x." Ox means the moral-value function "outcome, product, fruit of (what, whom) x." Sx means the moral-value function "son of (what, whom) x." Jx means the moral-value function "spirit of (what, whom) x." Tx means the moral-value function "thing (what, who) x." Zx means the moral-value function "self-destruction, self-extermination, suicide of (what, whom) x." Px means the moral-value function "self-preservation, self-conservation, self-protection, self-defense of (what, whom) x." The introduced functions are precisely defined by the following Table 1 . Table 1 The Functions Determined by One Variable
A Hitherto Unknown Mathematical Theology: God, Truth, and Good; the Unity of Mathematical Theology, Symbolic Logic, and Mathematical Ethics, Respectively
Theology is systematical studying God. According to the here-submitted definition, one of important options of developing mathematical theology is systematical studying formal-axiological meanings of (somewhat different) God's names and everything immediately relevant to them (Janowitz 1991; Pseudo-Dionisius 1980) as moral-value functions (in the above-defined mathematical meaning of the term). Below I submit a set of examples of such moral-value-functions (elementary ones from purely mathematical viewpoint) determined by one moral-value variable which are fundamental for any theology.
The glossary for the below-submitted moral-value-table 2: Let the symbol Gx stands for the moral-value function "God of (what, whom) x in monotheistic world religion." Ix stands for the moral-value-function "god of (what, whom) x in polytheistic local (barbaric) religion." Dx means the moral-value-function "daemon of x in polytheistic local religion." Ax means "Anti-God (God's Enemy) of (what, whom) x in monotheistic world religion." These moral-value functions are precisely defined by the following Table 2 . Table 2 On God
In the glossary for Table 2 in one sentence, the word "God" starts with the capital letter "G" but in another sentence the word "god" starts with the small letter "g." Here it is worth emphasizing that this is not a mistake by negligence: This is implemented on principle. The deliberately implemented difference indicates to the important difference of formal-axiological meanings of the word in monotheistic world religions and polytheistic local ones. It is easy to see the significant difference between the two formal-axiological meanings of the word, i.e., between the two moral-value-functions Gx and Ix, by attentive comparing their tabular definitions (see Table 2 ).
According to Church Fathers, God is One, but He has many somewhat different names, for instance, "Being," "Reason," "Nature," "Law," "Power," "Beauty," "Truth," "Good" (Janowitz 1991; Pseudo-Dionisius 1980) . However, in spite of some difference of meanings of the mentioned words, their moral-value-functional meanings are formally-axiologically equivalent. This formal-axiological equivalence models the Unity of God possessing many names. As "Truth" and "Good" are names of God (Pseudo-Dionisius 1980), there must be a fundamental formal-axiological linkage between logic dealing with truth and ethics dealing with good. In some sense, logic is an important part of theology as logic instructs humans how to think not leaving truth (of premises) for lie (of conclusions), i.e., how to think not leaving God for His enemy. The same can be said about the natural law and morals. They instruct living creatures how to behave not leaving good (actions) for evil (ones), i.e., how to behave not leaving God for His enemy. In the empirical world, facts and values are logically independent but in the world of value, logic and ethics are formally-axiologically equivalent. Moreover even in the empirical world, logic and ethics are significantly connected.
Łukasiewicz Statement of Moral Essence of Logic
It is well-known that according to famous Polish logician Jan Łukasiewicz: "Logic is morality of thought and speech" (Woleński 2014) . Below let us consider systematically possible consequences of accepting this philosophical statement, at least, as a hypothesis. 2 Ethics deals with morality of any human activity (speaking-and-thinking is a particular case of acting). Consequently, moral-form-of-activity (deprived of its specific contents) is a generalization of logic-form of thought-and-speech (deprived of its specific contents).
Consequently, formal ethics is a generalization of formal logic. Hence, there is such a subsystem of system of formal ethics, which completely coincides with the classical two-valued system of formal logic. This basic subsystem of formal ethics is nothing but two-valued system of formal ethics of moral rigor of speaking-and-thinking. The two-valued formal ethics of moral rigor does exist although, evidently, it is neither realistic nor humanistic one. However, here it is important to recognize that the mentioned two-valued formal ethics of moral rigor is a much more universal doctrine than the classical logic. Let us consider the propositional classical logic as an example. Propositions are particular cases of moral actions. Truth-values (true and false) of propositions are particular cases of moral-values (good and bad) of actions, respectively. Hence, the classical two-valued algebraic system of formal logic is a particular case of two-valued algebraic system of formal ethics. Details (definitions, explanations, exemplifications, etc.) concerning this algebraic system of formal ethics can be found in Lobovikov's papers (2009b; 2010a; 2010b; 2014a; 2014b) . Here I would like to consider only some interesting consequences of the hypothesis in question.
Definition 1 Consequently, the relationship between notions "formal-logical-equivalence of logic-forms of thought-and-speech" and "formal-ethical-equivalence of moral-forms of human activity (any one)" can be represented by the following Figure 2 . In the natural language, the formal-ethical equivalence relation "x=+=y" is represented by the ambiguous word-homonym "is." The ambiguity and homonymy of "is" was noticed and recognized by many prominent logicians and philosophers. For adequate understanding the present paper, here it is worthy of noting that "is" as the well-known logical connective and "is" as a linguistic means for representing the relation "x=+=y" in the natural language, have significantly different meanings. Hence, substituting them for each other is strictly forbidden. Violating this prohibition produces linguistic illusions of logic contradictions with facts. Using the word "is" at the intersection between formal logic and formal ethics one must be careful.
Definition 2: in two-valued algebra of formal ethics, a moral-evaluation-function (moral activity form) is called formally-ethically (or invariantly) good one (or a law of algebra of formal ethics), if and only if it acquires the moral value g (good) under any possible combination of moral values of its variables.
Consequently, the relationship between notions "formal-logical-law of thought-and-speech" and "formal-ethical-law of human activity in general" can be represented by the following Figure 3 . Consequently, the relationship between formal-logical-inconsistency of thought-and-speech and formal-ethical-inconsistency of activity in general can be represented by the following Figure 4 .
Fig. 4. Relationship between the two different notions of formal inconsistency (self-contradiction).

Formally-logically inconsistent (a formal-logical contradiction of thought and speech)
Formally-ethically inconsistent (a formal-ethical contradiction of activity)
Formally-ethically consistent (not a formal-ethical contradiction of activity)
Formally-logically true logic form (a law of algebra of logics) Formally-ethically good moral form (a law of algebra of formal ethics)
Not formally-ethically-good moral form (not a law of algebra of formal ethics)
Using the above-given definitions, one can demonstrate the following triples of formal-axiological equations.
The First Triple of Equations:
(1) FGx=+=Gx: The Father is God.
(2) Gx=+=SGx: God is The Son.
(3) Gx=+=JGx: God is The Holy Spirit (The Spirit of God). The Second Triple of Equations:
(4) FGx=+=SGx: The Father is The Son.
(5) FGx=+=JGx: The Father is The Holy Spirit (The Spirit of God).
(6) JGx=+=SGx: The Holy Spirit is The Son. This outcome of mathematical modeling is surprising for those who are used to the opposition between logic and religion; hence, they could estimate (1)-(6) as paradoxes. However, there are only illusions of paradoxes caused by the ambiguity of the natural language of human creatures. For destroying such illusions of paradoxes in algebra of formal ethics, there is a principle of formal-logical autonomy of facts and accidental values, which is precisely formulated as follows.
A Precise Formulation of Generalized Principle of Formal-Logical Independence (Separation) between Facts and Contingent (Relative) Values (Corresponding to Each Other)
Let ßx stand for an act of informing (true or false affirming) that x takes place in reality. Concerning the relationship between "=+=" and "logic equivalence," the principle in question may be formulated as the following rule (A&B):
(А) From the truth of x=+=y, it does not follow logically that logic equivalence of ßx and ßy is true; (В) From the truth of logic equivalence of ßx and ßy, it does not follow logically that x=+=y is true. The illusion of paradox concerning equations (1)-(6) is destroyed by (A&B). This illusion is a result of not-recognized "jumps" from formal-ethical equivalences of empirical (contingent) evaluations which are relative ones to formal-logical equivalences of facts (and back from the formal-logical equivalences of facts to the formal-ethical equivalences of empirical evaluations). In algebra of formal ethics such bridging the gap between facts and contingent (relative) values is strictly forbidden by (A&B), which is an explication of important particular case of the general principle of mutual formal-logic autonomy of corresponding facts and contingent values (propositions and empirical evaluations). The rule (A&B) can be universalized in the following way. Let us call this generalization (Y&Z):
(Y) From x=+=y, it does not logically follow that ßx©ßy; (Z) From ßx©ßy, it does not logically follow that x=+=y. Here the symbol "©" stands for any element of the set of all binary formal logic operations. As to the unary operations of algebra of formal ethics, the general fact-&-contingent-value-autonomy principle can be precisely formulated as the following rule (U&Q):
(U) From ß@x, it does not logically follow that ßx; (Q) From ßx, it does not logically follow that ß@x.
Here the symbol "@" stands for any element of the set of all unary operations of algebra of formal ethics. This formulation of the principle of logic independence between facts and accidental values (corresponding to each other) can be found in Lobovikov's papers (2009b; 2010b; 2014a; 2014b) .
The above-given precise formulation of the general principle of mutual formal-logic independence (separation) of corresponding facts and accidental values (fact-fixing-propositions and empirical evaluations) is extremely abstract and therefore here it is psychologically necessary to show an example of applying this abstract separation principle to a concrete situation. Let (t<+20 • C) stand for the moral-action-form "x's body temperature is made less than 20 degrees above zero centigrade." And let (t>+60 • C) stand for the moral-action-form "x's body temperature is made more than 60 degrees above zero centigrade." If the concrete circumstances of the situation are quite determined and the variables x and Σ are fixed, then the moral-action-forms (t<+20 • C) and (t>+60 • C) become moral actions which are either good or bad from the viewpoint of the evaluator Σ. In the two-valued algebra of formal ethics of moral rigor, for any x and Σ, it is true that ((t<+20 • C)=+=(t>+60 • C)). This formal-axiological equation deals with empirically fixed accidental moral-legal values exclusively: It has no formal-logic entailment relations to corresponding statements of facts. According to the above formulation of the general separation principle under exemplification, ß(t<+20 • C) stands for the fact-fixing-proposition "x's body temperature is made less than 20 degrees above zero centigrade", and ß(t>+60 • C) stands for the fact-fixing-proposition "x's body temperature is made more than 60 degrees above zero centigrade." Being propositions about facts, ß(t<+20 • C) and ß(t>+60 • C) are either true or false ones. Hence, it is quite natural to connect these two fact-fixing-propositions by the binary logic operation "↔" (logic equivalence). The compound proposition (ß(t<+20 • C)↔ß(t>+60 • C)) is nothing but logic connection of facts: It has nothing to do with values. According to the above separation rule, if one implements the following "logic inference," the one commits the blunder, as there is no logic consequence relation between the "premise" and the "corollary."
((t<+20 • C)=+=(t>+60 • C)) (ß(t<+20 • C)↔ß(t>+60 • C)) Here committing the jump from the alleged premise to the alleged corollary is strictly forbidden by the rule A. Violating this rule can result in a logic catastrophe: deriving evidently false purely factual "conclusion" from obviously true (from the empirical viewpoint) purely evaluative "premise." Also the rule strictly prohibits the converse jump from the evident falsity of (ß(t<+20 • C)↔ß(t>+60 • C)) to falsity of ((t<+20 • C)=+=(t>+60 • C)) by "modus tollens" as there is no logic entailment relation between the two substantially different formal equivalences. Thus, the abstract separation rule is exemplified. However, this quite impressive exemplification is far away from the paper theme. Therefore, below such an instantiation is given which is just about the above-discussed Trinity-triangle inconsistency-problem. Let the above true formal-axiological equation (4) is used as allegedly a premise of the following invalid argument (forbidden by the rule A).
FGx=+=SGx: The Father is The Son.
(ß(FGx)↔ß(SGx)): The Father is The Son. Here at the level of natural language, the defectiveness of the argument is imperceptible as it is quite masked by the above-mentioned dangerous ambiguity of the word-homonym "is." In the "premise," the word "is" stands for the axiological equivalence "=+=" but in the "corollary," the word "is" stands for the logical equivalence "↔". The "premise" FGx=+=SGx is true but the "corollary" (ß(FGx)↔ß(SGx)) is false as, in fact, the Father is not the Son (see the above triangle). But using the "modus tollens" here for constructing the logic inconsistency under discussion is irrelevant as there is no logical consequence relation between the "premise" and the "corollary." Thus, the abstract rule under consideration is instantiated in relation to the concrete theme of this paper.
Also the famous "is-ought" problem is quite a representative particular case of a great number of substantially different situations to be regulated effectively by the above-formulated general separation rule. Originally just the specific "is-ought" problem raised by D. Hume was called "Guillotine of Hume." Thus, initially the name "Guillotine of Hume" meant just that very important particular philosophical-logic problem (of deriving "is" from "ought") but not a solution of it. However, in principle, this meaning (understood as statistical norm of usage) of the name "Guillotine of Hume" can be significantly changed during the flow of time and, in particular, significantly generalized. In fact, just this possibility has been realized in history of philosophy. Today statistical norm of usage of the name "Guillotine of Hume" in philosophical talks and writings differs much from the initial one. Generally speaking in history of science such shifting meanings of words happens systematically (it is a statistical norm of science language development) and in principle this shifting of meanings makes no problem unless the meaning-change is not recognized manifestly or not taken into an account systematically. The following part of this paper is devoted just to manifest recognizing, precise indicating, and emphasizing the significant change of meaning of the name "Guillotine of Hume."
A Historic Remark Concerning the So-called "Guillotine of Hume"
Evidently, that abstract formal rule of separating facts and empirical values which is precisely formulated above in general is very far away from that small bit of text of D. Hume's "Treatise of Human Nature" which was named "Guillotine of Hume" originally. I think that hereabout it is quite relevant to cite that small piece of text to be found in the "Treatise" (Book III. Of Morals. Part I. "Of Virtue and Vice in General." Section I. "Moral Distinction Not-Derived from Reason"):
Pondering over the cited bit of the "Treatise," one can notice that D. Hume himself did not answer the question: he only raised it; for the first time in the world philosophy history he recognized and manifestly formulated the very important problem worthy of investigation. However, his successors (opponents or proponents) ascribed to Hume the perfectly definite, namely, negative answer to the nontrivial philosophical logic question he had originally formulated and suggested to think about in the above-cited bit of the text. Factually, according to the statistics, nowadays usually the name "Hume's Guillotine" stands for the negative answer ascribed to Hume by his successors. Although from the proper historical point of view, such contemporary linguistic habit of using the name "Hume's Guillotine" is not well-grounded, in the given paper "Hume's Guillotine" means just the negative answer ascribed to Hume by his successors. Thus, in the present paper, the meaning of the term "Guillotine of Hume" is quite a conventional one.
Nevertheless this conventional-ness is not a problem for the present paper devoted mainly not to concrete history of philosophy but to abstract philosophical logic theory. From the purely theoretical point of view, it is quite sufficient that the conventional meaning of the term "Guillotine of Hume" is defined. Evidently, the definition of it is not absolutely precise as Hume himself wrote only about the famous "is-ought" problem, i.e., only about a modest particular case (the deontic or normative one) of the above-formulated significantly generalized formal rule (U&Q). Another modest particular case (the axiological or evaluative one) of the above significantly generalized formal rule (U&Q) is the famous "is-good" problem. Also there are many other particular cases (theoretically interesting and practically important ones) of the above-submitted general rule (U&Q).
Consequently, the above-formulated abstract separation principle sometimes conventionally called in my publications "Guillotine of Hume," is a fundamental generalization of the negative answer to Hume's question. This fundamental generalization is formulated by means of artificial language of two-valued algebraic system of formal ethics of moral rigor (Lobovikov 2007; 2014a; 2014b) .
Binary Formal-Axiological Operations in Two-Valued Algebra of Formal Ethics of Moral Rigor and Precise Defining the Notion "Formal-Axiological Entailment (among Actions)" in That Algebra
Hitherto in this paper only unary moral operations of algebra of formal ethics were introduced and precisely defined (by the above Tables 1 and 2 ). However, being a fundamental generalization of two-valued algebra of classical logic, the two-valued algebra of formal ethics of moral rigor under consideration in this paper contains all the 16 binary operations of the logic algebra as particular cases of 16 binary operations of the morality algebra respectively. Below an exemplification of this statement is submitted. (Concentrating on the main theme of this paper, I am to abstain from exemplifying all the 16 operations: Here only some of them are to be introduced and defined precisely.)
The glossary for the below-submitted moral-value-table 3: The symbol K 2 xy stands for the binary formal-axiological operation (evaluation-function) "uniting, conjoining, combining moral-legal actions (or persons) x and y in a conduct (or person) as a whole." C 2 xy stands for the binary formal-axiological operation (evaluation-function) "action (or person) y proceeds from action (or person) x." A 2 xy stands for "y's offensive, attack, assault on (what, whom) x." (It is worth noting that C 2 xy and A 2 xy are mathematically dual to each other.) The formal-axiological (evaluation-functional) sense of the mentioned binary operations of algebra of formal ethics of moral rigor is defined by the following Table 3 . Table 3 Binary Operations
Now within the two-valued algebra of formal axiology of morality, let us define precisely a formal-ethical entailment (consequence) relation between moral-action-forms deprived of their specific contents.
Definition 4 (of formal-axiological consequence relation): in two-valued algebra of formal ethics, a moral-evaluation-function Ω formally-ethically follows (proceeds) from a moral-evaluation-function Ψ (or, in other words, Ψ formally-axiologically entails Ω), if and only if the moral-evaluation-function C 2 ΨΩ acquires the moral-value g (good) under any possible combination of moral-values of its variables. In the expression C 2 ΨΩ, the symbol C 2 is used in that specific moral-value-functional sense which is precisely defined above by the Table 3 (column 3) .
Hence, interconnections between the formal-logical-consequence relation (among thought-and-speech acts) and the formal-ethical-consequence relation (formal-axiological procession one among moral-acts-in-general) can be represented by the following Figure 5 . According to this picture (and to the above definition 4), the formal-logical consequence (entailment) relation among thought-and-speech-acts is a specific particular case of the formal-ethical (formal-axiological) consequence (entailment) relation among acts in general. I believe that the fact of significant difference between these two kinds of formal entailment relations gives a possibility effectively to destroy the logic-linguistic illusion of formal-logic inconsistency of the Holy Trinity. The illusion in question is quite a natural psychological effect caused by the ambiguity of natural language to be neutralized by systematical using the artificial language of mathematical ethics.
The Holy Trinity doctrine contains a difficult problem for those rationalist-minded Christians who attempt harmonically to unite logic with their religion. Obviously for such Christians, there are two strategies of solving the problem. The first strategy is based on the classical logic and targeted at demonstrating that there is not a logic inconsistency in the Trinity doctrine but only an illusion of the one caused by the ambiguity of natural language. The present paper represents an attempt to realize just this strategy.
However, it is worth recognizing that there is also another option of solving the problem: The second strategy of coping with the difficulty combines recognizing the fact of logic inconsistency and not-recognizing the relevance of classical logic. Some system of paraconsistent logic (Béziau 1999; Béziau, Costa 2015; Costa 1974; Costa, Krause, Bueno 2007) can be used instead of the classical one for neutralizing the danger of logic inconsistency, if the fact of logic contradiction is recognized.
Formal-logical consequence (entailment) relation
Formal-ethical consequence (entailment)
Not a formal-ethical consequence (entailment) relation
I believe that for the sake of establishing harmony between logic and religion it is worth taking seriously and investigating systematically both strategies.
Notes
